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Abstract: Here, we present a novel approach for the transient permeabilization of cells. We combined
laminar shear flow in a microchannel with chaotic advection employing surface acoustic waves.
First, as a fundamental result on the one hand, and as a kind of reference measurement for the more
complex acoustofluidic approach on the other hand, we studied the permeabilization of cells in
pure shear flow in a microchannel with Y-geometry. As a proof of principle, we used fluorescent
dyes as model drugs and investigated their internalization into HeLa cells. We found that drug
uptake scaled non-linearly with flow rate and thus shear stress. For calcein, we obtained a maximal
enhancement factor of about 12 at an optimum flow rate of Q = 500 µL/h in the geometry used here
compared to static incubation. This result is discussed in the light of structural phase transitions of
lipid membranes accompanied by non-linear effects, as the plasma membrane is the main barrier to
overcome. Second, we demonstrated the enhanced permeabilization of acoustically trapped cells
in surface acoustic wave induced vortices in a microchannel, with an enhancement factor of about
18 compared to quasi-static incubation. Moreover, we optimized the trapping conditions regarding
flow rate, the power level of the surface acoustic wave, and trapping time. Finally, we showed that
our method is not limited to small molecules but can also be applied to compounds with higher
molecular weight.
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1. Introduction
Intracellular delivery is a major mutual challenge for various applications, like cellbased therapies, gene editing, the induction of pluripotent stem cells, and intracellular
probes. Existing strategies to overcome the main barrier—the membrane—have been
extensively reviewed by Stewart et al. [1]. Most carrier-mediated biochemical approaches
are elaborate and require detailed knowledge about the molecular targets, and therefore
do not offer a general solution for the cell-based screening of agent libraries.
Usually, physical approaches are carrier-free and directly penetrate the plasma membrane or induce the opening of transient pores. A common method, electroporation, applies
electrical fields to open the pores, which then enable diffusion of the cargo molecules into
the cell [2]. This permeabilization process leaves the cell in a vulnerable state immediately
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after treatment, as it influences the electrochemical equilibrium. The ionic composition
of the cytoplasm is particularly affected, which in the end can lead to apoptosis [3,4].
However, this generally undesired effect can be applied, for example, in direct tumor
treatment [5,6].
Instead of targeting electric membrane characteristics, another possibility is based
on addressing mechanical membrane properties. Sonoporation methods expose cells
to ultrasound in the range of f = 20 kHz to f = 10 MHz, which is useful for various
applications. In clinical therapies, ultrasound is used, for example, for clot lysis in blood
vessels, the stimulation of bone fracture healing, and tumor treatment [7]. For drug
delivery purposes, sonoporation is supposed to open pores in the plasma membrane by
microfluidic cavitation and implosion [8]. As the occurrence of these cavitations is rather
rare in liquids, one drawback of these methods is the low effectiveness if they are applied
without ultrasonic contrast agents, as, for example, microbubbles [9,10]. Newer contrast
agent free sonoporation methods achieve high throughput at a high cell viability [11].
A fluid–mechanical approach utilizes flow-induced shear forces to form pores. Flowing water molecules can, e.g., cause buckling instabilities in the lipid bilayer and open
pores [12]. Defined shear forces are achieved in microfluidic channels, where a parabolic
velocity profile results in a linear shear profile. Furthermore, a constant shear profile can
be realized in shearing disc viscosimeters in the plate-cone geometry, and have been found
to enhance cell permeabilization [13]. These approaches come with low Reynolds numbers,
indicating a highly laminar flow.
Further fluid–mechanical impact, using methods from solid state physics and rfengineering, has been reported by Ramesan et al. [14,15]. They use surface acoustic waves
(SAW) as a tool to generate oscillating acoustic pressure to act on cells. In their study, cells
were not directly exposed to surface acoustic waves, as a couplant fluid and a well plate
with a glass bottom were used. This method is suitable for a limited number of adherent
cells due to the design limitations of the interdigital transducer and the liquid environment.
Even though it was not discussed in their study, the parameters used are known to induce
shear flow due to acoustic streaming, especially at high powers [16–19].
In our approach, presented here, we combined laminar shear flow with chaotic advection employing SAW. This enabled the trapping of suspended cells in vortices within
a continuous fluid stream in a microchannel to overcome the drawbacks of the previous
concepts. The microfluidic framework enables precise spatial and temporal control of the
applied SAW. The SAW coupled directly into the fluid and induced two vortices, which
mixed two fluids in a Y-shaped microchannel, inspired by the mixing concept reported
earlier [17,20,21]. In combination, an oscillating acoustic pressure and shear forces were
applied to the cells, as well as chaotic advection [21]. As a proof of principle, we used
impermeable fluorescent dyes as model drugs and investigated their internalization into
HeLa cells. Future studies should examine the potential to scale it up to a high-throughput
setup, and additionally address transfection.
The structure of this paper is as follows. First, we introduce the experimental design
and methods. Second, we present a non-linear permeabilization by pure shear flow. Third,
we present the enhanced permeabilization of acoustically trapped cells in SAW-induced
vortices before we subsequently optimize the trapping conditions. Finally, we show that
our method is not limited to small molecules but can also be applied to compounds with
higher molecular weight.
2. Methods and Materials
A schematic illustration of the whole setup and treatment process is shown in Figure 1a.
The setup consists of a SAW chip, comprising an interdigitated “slanted” or “tapered”
transducer for the generation of SAW and a Y-shaped microchannel. This channel is
oriented perpendicular to the SAW path. In the channel, laminar flow limits the mixing
of the two fluids to a diffusion-driven process at the interface. At the site of the active
interdigital transducer (IDT), SAW are created and lead to mixing by chaotic advection
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from t = 0 s to t = 60 s, as cells are flowing into the single trap continuously.
2.1.
2.1. Cells
Cells and
and Cell
Cell Culture
Culture
HeLa cells (ATCC® CCL-2™) were cultured in Nunc Delta surface culture flasks
(Nunc A/S, Roskilde, Denmark) at c = 5% CO2 , c = 95% humidity, and T = 37 ◦ C containing
V = 5 mL of cell medium (DMEM, FBS, and streptomycin/penicillin (all Biochrom,
Berlin, Germany) in the ratio 500:50:5). The cell cultures were split every 3–4 days using a Trypsin–EDTA solution (c = 0.025%, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MI, USA).
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2.2. SAW Chip
The SAW chip was manufactured using a tapered interdigital transducer (TIDT) on
a piezoelectric LiNbO3 (128◦ rot Y-Cut) substrate (Roditi International Corporation Ltd.,
London, UK) [22] with a standard photolithography process and consists of three metal
layers (Ti–Au–Ti, height h = 5 nm−50 nm−5 nm). For protection of the multifingerstructure, the production was finished with a layer of SiO2 with a height of
h = 150 nm.
The TIDT provides a continuous frequency range between f = 79–83 MHz, which was
analyzed using a vector network analyzer (Rohde & Schwarz ZVC 20 KHz−8 GHz Vector
Network Analyzer, Rohde & Schwarz, Germany). The frequency spectrum allowed for the
creation of acoustic streaming at various continuous positions. However, we exclusively
used three distinct frequencies: f 1 = 80.3 MHz, f 2 = 81.3 MHz, and f 3 = 82.3 MHz. The TIDT
activation was controlled by a CellEvator (Advalytix, Munich, Germany) and contacted
with SMA connectors on a circuit board and high frequency wiring. The control was
yielded by a custom-built LabView program (National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA),
enabling the regulation of SAW power (p) up to the required maximum of p = 30 dBm, as
well as time-controlled frequency adjustment.
2.3. Microfluidic Channels
The microfluidic channels were produced by employing a standard soft lithography process [23]. Consisting of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (Dow Corning, Midland,
MI, USA), the Y-shaped geometry is formed by two inlets, each with a cross section of
A = 100 × 100 µm2 , which merge into a main channel with A = 200 × 100 µm2 . Approximately x = 450 µm downstream from the junction, the PDMS block contains a recess in
which the TIDT precisely fits in. The microfluidic channel is finally sealed by pressing the
PDMS on the SAW chip by a holder.
2.4. Acoustofluidic Permeabilization
The acoustofluidic delivery method resembles a microfluidic mixing process similar
to that described in [20]. One inlet is injected with the cell suspension (in medium), and
the other one is injected with a calcein solution at a concentration of c = 0.2 mg/mL in PBS
(pH = 7.4, Biochrom, Berlin, Germany). Calcein (mU = 622.54 Da) is almost impermeable to
the cell membrane by simple diffusion [24] at the used timescales, and is therefore suited as
a model drug in these experiments. In additional experiments, solutions of FITC–dextran
(mU = 10 kDa, Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH, St. Louis, MI, USA) and eGFP (produced by
recombinant bacterial expression [25]) at a concentration of c = 0.2 mg/mL were used.
After treatment, the cells were transferred via a tubing (inner diameter ∅ = 389 µm,
Pro Liquid GmbH, Überlingen, Germany) of a length of about l = 9.3 cm into a well plate
containing V = 200 µL cell medium. At this point, the effective cell treatment ends, as the
dye concentration is diluted. Finally, a two-hour cell adhesion period prevents the cells
from detaching while subsequently exchanging the fluorescent supernatant several times.
2.5. Data Processing
For data acquisition, the cells were fluorescently labelled using the ThermoFisher
ReadyProbes™ Cell Viability Imaging Kit Blue/Red (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Invitrogen,
Waltham, MA, USA), which labels the cell nuclei and highlights dead cells. A fluorescence
microscope (Axiovert 200 M, Carl Zeiss Microscopy, Jena, Germany) was used to image
three channels. Figure 1d shows such an image series of the different channels and their
merge. The first image shows the nuclei of all visible cells. Subsequently, the Alexa 594
image identifies dead cells, and the FITC image shows the calcein fluorescence. A closer
examination reveals both—uptake into the cytoplasm, indicated by the homogenous foggy
green, and an endocytotic accumulation, indicated by the intracellular distribution of
bright, sharp spots. The merge of all three images contains all of the data necessary to
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analyze the outcome of the experiments regarding statistical information, as well as the
intensity as a quantitative measure of dye uptake.
The analysis of these experiments was performed using a custom-made MATLAB
script (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). Using the DAPI image, all cell nuclei were
identified regarding their size and location and dilated by a factor of two by the algorithm.
This compensates for the exact determination of the cell area via light microscopy, which is
often ambiguous. Via the Alexa 594 channel, dead cells were identified and excluded from
the analysis. Subsequently, the integrated intensity was analyzed in the FITC channel. This
evaluation method might, however, slightly underestimate the dye uptake, as the nucleus
dilation-dependent intensity integration does not always cover the whole cell.
2.6. Particle Image Velocimetry
For the characterization of the flow pattern in the microchannel, particle image velocimetry (PIV) experiments were performed. For this method, ∅ = 4.5 µm polystyrene
beads (Polybead® , Polysciences, Inc., Warrington, PA, USA) were suspended and pumped
through the system. These particles follow the streamlines and are small enough not to
disturb them. In this setup, videos were recorded with a high-speed camera (Photron UX,
Photron Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) at a framerate of 1000 images per second. From these
videos, 300 frames were analyzed with the MATLAB app PIVlab [26], yielding the velocity
distribution of the particles in the channel. With this information, further parameters, such
as the shear rate, can be extracted. The parameters used for the PIV experiments were a
flow rate of Q = 80 µL/h and a SAW input power of p = 28 dBm.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Shear Flow Induced Permeabilization without Acoustic Trapping
To separate between permeabilization by pure shear flow as reported by
Clarke et al. [27] and permeabilization by SAW, we quantified the shear flow induced
permeabilization of HeLa cells in an identical setup but without employing SAW. Figure 2
shows the influence of shear and friction forces caused exclusively by channel geometry on
the permeabilization over a wide range of flow rates and thus shear forces.
As the schematic in Figure 2a indicates, the cells were exposed to shear stress within
the microchannel without bulk contact with the dye. Two mechanisms drive the mixing
of the cell suspension and the fluorescent dye solution. The first mechanism is diffusion,
which is predominant at the interface of the fluids in the microchannel. The second
mechanism is Dean flow, which is predominant around the high curvature at the outlet,
consisting of the microchannel–tubing intersection [28]. However, diffusion-driven mixing
in comparison to Dean flow mixing is negligible due to the low efficiency and short
time span.
The uptake increases roughly linearly for low flow rates up to Q = 500 µL/h. For
further increasing flow rates, the uptake decreases. At Q = 1500 µL/h, the uptake is
comparable to quasi-static conditions at Q = 50 µL/h. Earlier reports claim a linear
relationship between shear stress and permeabilization [13]. However, Figure 2b shows a
clearly non-linear relationship. This could lead to the trivial hypothesis that the constant
length of the outlet tube limits the effective incubation time (exposure to calcein before
dilution in the well plate), and thus the quantified uptake. To account for the variation of
contact time as function of flow rate, Q, in Figure S1, we rescale the original values with a
contact time dependent scaling factor. The non-linearity with a pronounced maximum is
conserved for these corrections.
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In addition to the calculation, we test this hypothesis experimentally. Therefore, we
perform additional reference experiments at a flow rate of Q = 1000 µ L/h and an outlet
tube length of l = 20 cm, and vary the contact time by variation of the length, l, of the outlet
tube (Figure 2c). Indeed, increasing the outlet tube length leads to increased dye uptake
6 of 15
for this high flow rate. Nevertheless, this does not exceed a factor of two in dye uptake,
what is consistent with the theoretical estimations shown in Figure S1.
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and an outlet tube length of l = 40 cm results in a mean cell–dye contact time of 122 s in our
setup, which differs from the earlier reported value only by a factor of two. Considering
that the majority of the cells travel around the center of the tube due to non-inertial lift
forces [30], with a velocity close to twice the mean velocity, the difference vanishes.
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related,
before
we
then
study
the
SAW
cycle
duration,
tSAW . passes
vortices that trap cells for a distinct time, while a constant stream of dye solution
Figure 4a shows the uptake determined in experiments with a flow rate of
the cells. The three main adjustment parameters are SAW power level, p, flow rate, Q, and
Q = 100 µL/h as function of SAW power level, p. For this flow rate, power levels up
SAW
. Ininthe
following
experiments,
anduptake
Q and show
to cycle
p = 28 duration,
dBm do nottSAW
result
significantly
enhanced
uptake. we
For first
p = 29vary
dBm,p the
howisthese
two compared
parameters
arepure
related,
we(Figure
then study
SAW no
cycle
duration,
tSAW
enhanced
to the
flow before
reference
2b, Q =the
50 µL/h,
SAW)
by a
factor
of 18
a large
of thedetermined
uptake distribution.
This widthwith
arises afrom
therate
chaotic
Figure
4awith
shows
thewidth
uptake
in experiments
flow
of Q = 100

µ L/h as function of SAW power level, p. For this flow rate, power levels up to p = 28 dBm
do not result in significantly enhanced uptake. For p = 29 dBm, the uptake is enhanced
compared to the pure flow reference (Figure 2b, Q = 50 µ L/h, no SAW) by a factor of 18
with a large width of the uptake distribution. This width arises from the chaotic nature o
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the method, as various factors were not or cannot be fully controlled, such as dwelling
nature of the method, as various factors were not or cannot be fully controlled, such as
time
in the trap, exact occupied streamline in the vortex, and thus shear stress.
dwelling time in the trap, exact occupied streamline in the vortex, and thus shear stress.

(a)

(b)

Figure
4. (a)
Uptake
a function
SAWpower
power(at
(atQQ==100
100µµL/h,
tSAW= 1
= min).
1 min).
localmaximum
maximumisisclearly
clearlyvisible
visibleat
atp =
Figure
4. (a)
Uptake
as as
a function
ofofSAW
L/h, tSAW
AA
local
29 dBm.
powers
promote
cell death.
(b) Uptake
as aasfunction
of of
flow
rate
uptake is
p = 29 Higher
dBm. Higher
powers
promote
cell death.
(b) Uptake
a function
flow
rate(p(p= =2828dBm).
dBm).While
Whilesignificant
significant uptake
achieved
for afor
flow
raterate
of Q
µ L/h
and
below,
achievedfor
foraaflow
flowrate
rate
Q100
= 100
µ L/h.
This
is achieved
a flow
of =Q80
= 80
µL/h
and
below,nonoincreased
increaseduptake
uptake is achieved
of of
Q=
µL/h.
This
cancan
be be
understood
powerdependent
dependenttrapping
trapping
capability
of the
vortices
As a for
mean
understoodbybythe
theflow
flow rate
rate and
and power
capability
of the
vortices
(see (see
mainmain
text). text).
As a mean
foreach
eachbox,
box,nn==385
385cells
cellshave
havebeen
beenanalyzed
analyzedfor
foreach
eachboxplot
boxplotinin
Figure
and
= 574
cells
have
been
analyzed
each
Figure
4a,4a,
and
n =n 574
cells
have
been
analyzed
forfor
each
boxplot
in
Figure
4b.
boxplot in Figure 4b.

dBm,the
theuptake
uptake decreases
decreases again.
promotes
cellcell
death
AtAtp p==3030dBm,
again.This
Thishigh
highpower
poweralso
also
promotes
death
(mean
cell
density
is
decreased
by
a
factor
of
13
compared
to
p
=
29
dBm).
The
narrow
(mean cell density is decreased
a factor of 13 compared to p = 29 dBm). The narrow
suitablepower
powerlevel
levelrange
range is
is aa function
function of
bebe
understood
by by
a a
suitable
of the
theflow
flowrate,
rate,Q.Q.This
Thiscan
can
understood
flowrate
ratedependent
dependenttrapping
trapping capability
capability for
thethe
same
lines
flow
foraaconstant
constantpower
powerlevel.
level.Along
Along
same
lines
shownfor
forthe
themixing
mixing efficiency
efficiency in
rates
here
require
asasshown
in aa similar
similarsetup,
setup,the
thehigher
higherflow
flow
rates
here
require
higher
power
for
trapping
[20].
In
an
earlier
publication,
we
showed
that
the
SAW-driven
higher power for trapping [20]. In an earlier publication, we showed that the SAW-driven
flow component perpendicular to the channel direction must be roughly the same as
flow component perpendicular to the channel direction must be roughly the same as the
the flow component downstream along the channel axis. Thus, for power levels below
flow component downstream along the channel axis. Thus, for power levels below p = 29
p = 29 dBm, where SAW are activated but cells are not trapped in the vortices, the
dBm,
are activated
butflow,
cells as
arethe
not
trapped uptake
in the vortices,
the
cells
mainly
cells where
mainlySAW
experience
pure shear
quantified
is roughly
the
same
in
experience
pure
shear
flow,
as
the
quantified
uptake
is
roughly
the
same
in
both
cases.
both cases.
To
reduced the
theflow
flowrate
ratetotoa aconstant
constantpower
power
= 28
dBm.
Totest
testthis
thishypothesis,
hypothesis, we
we reduced
ofof
p =p 28
dBm.
Figure
4b
shows
dye
uptake
at
the
flow
rate
of
Q
=
80
µ
L/h
(which
is
eight
times
higher
Figure 4b shows dye uptake at the flow rate of Q = 80 µL/h (which is eight times higher
thanthe
theuptake
uptakeat
at Q
Q == 100 µL/h),
enhancement
factor
than
µ L/h), which
which quantitatively
quantitativelymatches
matchesthe
the
enhancement
factor
derived
from
Figure
4.
For
further
experiments,
we
then
applied
these
values
of
power;
a a
derived from Figure 4. For further experiments, we then applied these values of power;
flow
rate
of
p
=
28
dBm
and
Q
=
80
µL/h
for
a
gentler
treatment.
flow rate of p = 28 dBm and Q = 80 µ L/h for a gentler treatment.
thefollowing,
following,we
we
quantify
the
velocity
and
shear
profile
SAW-induced
InInthe
quantify
the
velocity
and
shear
profile
of of
thethe
SAW-induced
vorvortices,
employing
particle
image
velocimetry,
before
elucidating
the
role
of
SAW
cycle
tices, employing particle image velocimetry, before elucidating the role of SAW cycle duduration for permeabilization.
ration for permeabilization.
Figure 5 visualizes the flow field with and without SAW application. Without SAW
.
Figure 5 visualizes the flow field with and
without
SAW application. Without SAW
1
application, a maximal shear rate of about γ = 30
1 s is achieved. This is in line with
application,
a
maximal
shear
rate
of
about
𝛾̇
=
30
is
achieved.
This is in line with theotheoretically calculated shear rates assuming a parabolic
flow profile.
𝑠

retically calculated shear rates assuming a parabolic flow profile.
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Figure Figure
5. PIV 5.measurements
of theofflow
fields
in the
microchannel
without
activatedSAW
SAW (Q =
PIV measurements
the flow
fields
in the
microchannel
without(top)
(top)and
andwith
with (bottom)
(bottom) activated
80 µ L/h,
28µL/h,
dBm).
The
arrows
indicate
velocity
field, whereas
the color
indicates
thethe
shear
rate
(Qp==80
p=
28 dBm).
The
arrows the
indicate
the velocity
field, whereas
the color
indicates
shear
ratewithin
within the
the x–y
x–y plane.
plane. Two SAW-induced
vortices(bottom),
appear (bottom),
and maximal
roughly
increased by
by aa factor
Note
Two SAW-induced
vortices appear
and maximal
shearshear
ratesrates
are are
roughly
increased
factorofoftwo.
two.
Note that
that the z-component
of the
flow
fieldincluded
is not included
the z-component
of the flow
field
is not
here.here.
soon as the SAW is applied, the symmetry of the shear field is broken, and the
As As
soon
as the SAW is applied, the symmetry of the shear field is broken, and the
maximum shear rate is increased by a factor of at least two. Here, two vortices are visible,
maximum
shear rate is increased by a factor of at least two. Here, two vortices are visible,
in which the shear rate is maximal. As the cells are trapped in these vortices, they are
in which
the shear
rate is
As
theforces,
cells are
trapped
in these
vortices,
they are
continuously
stimulated
bymaximal.
these higher
shear
leading
to improved
uptake
behavior.
continuously
stimulated
by
these
higher
shear
forces,
leading
to
improved
uptake
This stimulation might be comparable to reports of a model system, where giant unilamellarbehavunder tension
show
drastically improved
pore
Although
we dogiant
not unilaior. vesicles
This stimulation
might
be comparable
to reports
of lifetimes.
a model system,
where
increase
tension
directly,
shear
forces
deform theimproved
spherical shape
(Taylor deformation),
mellar
vesicles
under
tension
show
drastically
pore lifetimes.
Although we do
results
in a rise directly,
in tension [31].
Theforces
origin of
the increase
uptake byshape
SAW is(Taylor
partially defornot which
increase
tension
shear
deform
the of
spherical
explained by the two-fold increased shear rate. In part, it might be underestimated, as the
mation), which results in a rise in tension [31]. The origin of the increase of uptake by SAW
SAW-treated cells also experience shear stress in the z-direction, however, the shear profile
is partially
by can
thebe
two-fold
increased
shear rate.
In part,is itexpected
might to
bearise
underestievolutionexplained
in z-direction
seen in Figure
S2. Another
contribution
mated,
SAW-treated
cellswhich
also will
experience
shear stress
in the z-direction,
fromas
thethe
dye–cell
contact time,
be investigated
in the following
experiment.however,

the shear profile evolution in z-direction can be seen in Figure S2. Another contribution is
3.3. SAW
expected
to Cycle
arise Duration
from the dye–cell contact time, which will be investigated in the followTo
clarify
terminology,
the SAW cycle duration (tSAW ) is the total time for the SAW
ing experiment.

vortices to sweep through the three frequencies and therefore three spatial positions. This
results in a mean dwell time, td , where the cells are trapped in the vortex, which is generally
3.3. SAW Cycle Duration
equally distributed between td = 0 s and the SAW cycle duration, tSAW . We quantified the
To clarify
durationat(taSAW
) israte
theoftotal
time
forand
the SAW
optimal
SAWterminology,
cycle duration the
and SAW
variedcycle
this parameter
flow
Q = 80
µL/h
a SAW
of p =the
28 three
dBm. frequencies
The results are
shown
in Figure
6. spatial
With increasing
vortices
topower
sweeplevel
through
and
therefore
three
positions. This
t
,
and
thus
treatment
time,
the
uptake
rises
linearly
until
it
reaches
a
maximum
SAW
results in a mean dwell time, td, where the cells are trapped in the vortex, whichfor
is gener= 2 min.
Extremelybetween
short tSAWtdresults
in anthe
uptake
close
to the
referencet(Q
= 50 µL/h,
allytSAW
equally
distributed
= 0 s and
SAW
cycle
duration,
SAW. We quantified
no SAW, see Figure 2a). This results in an enhancement factor for the uptake of f SAW ≈

the optimal SAW cycle duration and varied this parameter at a flow rate of Q = 80 µ L/h
and a SAW power level of p = 28 dBm. The results are shown in Figure 6. With increasing
tSAW, and thus treatment time, the uptake rises linearly until it reaches a maximum for tSAW
= 2 min. Extremely short tSAW results in an uptake close to the reference (Q = 50 µ L/h, no
SAW, see Figure 2a). This results in an enhancement factor for the uptake of 𝑓𝑆𝐴𝑊 ≈ 13.
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13. For tSAW > 2 min, the dye uptake decreases again. Since the increased SAW cycle
duration also induces higher cell death (resulting mean cell density in the analyzed well at
be explained by the selection of surviving (less permeabilized
tSAW = 6 min is decreased by a factor of four compared to tSAW = 2 min), the low dye uptake
might
be a
explained
by the
selection of surviving
(less permeabilized)
cells.for
Thishigh
therefore
gests
tradeoff
between
increasing
dye uptake
trappin
suggests a tradeoff between increasing dye uptake for high trapping times and increasing
death
foreven
even
higher
times.
cell
death for
higher
trapping trapping
times.

Figure 6. Boxplots of fluorescence intensity (calcein) as a function of SAW cycle duration
Figure 6. Boxplots of fluorescence intensity (calcein) as a function
(Q = 80 µL/h, p = 28 dBm). As a mean for each bo, n = 758 cells have been analyzed.

of S
µ L/h, p = 28 dBm). As a mean for each bo, n = 758 cells have been anal

As described above, tSAW = 2 min is equivalent to a mean dwell time td = 1 min. This
optimum for td agrees well with the saturation of the dye uptake as a function of the contact
time in pure
flow, as depicted
in Figure
observed
in literature [29]. to a mean
As shear
described
above,
tSAW2 =and2asmin
is equivalent
To narrow down the main contributions resulting in the increased uptake, we need
optimum
for td agrees
wellcaused
with
the saturation
to
examine the experimental
differences
by additionally
launchingof
thethe
SAW.dye
First, upta
the
wave
is accompanied
an oscillating
field, with in
fieldFigure
strengths 2
as and
high asas obs
tact
time
in purebyshear
flow,electrical
as depicted
E = 104 V/m due to the piezoelectric substrate. Even though this was discussed as a major
Tofactor
narrow
down
main
contributions
in the i
influencing
earlier [14],
due tothe
shielding
effects
by ions in the fluid,resulting
we estimate this
as a minor contribution, as the penetration depth (Debye length) can be calculated to be at
to examine the experimental differences caused by additionally
the order of λD = 1 nm [32].
exposure time,by
texpan
, of the
cells to high shear
rates is largely
theSecond,
wavetheiseffective
accompanied
oscillating
electrical
field, with
enhanced4by the dwell time in the vortices. The effective exposure time to shear stress is
E = t10
V/m due to the piezoelectric substrate. Even though thi
about
exp ≈ 6.9 s (flow time in the microchannel) without SAW, and about texp ≈ 6.9 + 60 s
with
SAW (tSAW =factor
2 min). This
increased
exposure
to higher
shear rates
increases
influencing
earlier
[14],
due to
shielding
effects
bytheions in
energy input into the membrane and can lead to a new equilibrium number of transient
as a[33].
minor
asexperiments,
the penetration
depth
(Debye
pores
Finally,contribution,
in pure laminar flow
a dye depletion
zone close
to the leng
membrane
might
appear
due
to
diffusion
to
some
extent.
In
contrast,
with
SAW
application,
at the order of λD = 1 nm [32].
the permeabilized cells are moved along their trajectories in the vortices through the dye
the
effective
exposure
time,
texpconstant
, of the
solution,Second,
which might
result
in an artificially
increased
diffusion
andcells
thus ato hig
reduction of the depletion zone at the membrane. However, we cannot discriminate
hanced by the dwell time in the vortices. The effective expos
between increased permeability due to longer shear stress exposure and removal of the
diffusion
further
quantify
these microchannel)
effects here. Nevertheless,
this
about limitation
𝑡exp ≈ and
6.9dos not
(flow
time
in the
without
SA

60 s with SAW (𝑡SAW = 2 min). This increased exposure to high
energy input into the membrane and can lead to a new equilib
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experiment provides the optimal combination of flow rate, power, and SAW cycle duration
as a suitable parameter set for gentle cell membrane permeabilization. At this point, the
exciting question remains whether the presented delivery method also holds for larger
molecules we
like dextrans
or proteins.
concentration,
normalized
the measured fluorescence intensity to the mass

acc

to the data
shown inforTable
3.4. Applicability
Various1.
Molecular Weights
We tested three fluorescent model compounds of different molecular weight, spanning

Table 1.almost
Fluorescence
intensity
of thecalcein
used fluorescent
compounds
at c(m
=U
0.2= mg/mL
two orders
of magnitude:
(mU = 0.6 kDa),
FITC–dextran
10 kDa), norma
and eGFP
(mUcalcein
= 27 kDa).
To account for different ratios of molar mass at constant mass
the intensity
of the
solution.
concentration, we normalized the measured fluorescence intensity to the mass according
to the dataFluorescent
shown in Table Species
1.
Brightness

1
Table 1. FluorescenceCalcein
intensity of the used fluorescent compounds at c = 0.2 mg/mL normalized
to
the intensity of the
calcein
solution.
FITC–dextran
0.12
eGFP
Fluorescent
Species

Brightness

0.46

Calcein
1
FITC–dextran
0.12
Figure 7 shows the
uptake in HeLa cells for four different
treatments at a given
eGFP
0.46

compound mass concentration of c = 0.2 mg/mL: calcein under flow (no SAW),
under SAW
treatment,
under
SAW
and eGFP
under SAW
Figure
7 shows FITC–dextran
the uptake in HeLa
cells for
fourtreatment,
different treatments
at a given
model
compound
mass
concentration
of
c
=
0.2
mg/mL:
calcein
under
flow
(no
SAW),
ment. For the two latter model compounds, the mass uptake in static incubation ref
calcein under SAW treatment, FITC–dextran under SAW treatment, and eGFP under SAW
was quantified.
The mass uptake for SAW-treated cells was increased by about s
treatment. For the two latter model compounds, the mass uptake in static incubation
for calcein
compared
to pure
flow
(Q = 100 µ
L/h).
references
was quantified.
The
masstreatment
uptake for SAW-treated
cells
was increased by about
six-fold for calcein compared to pure flow treatment (Q = 100 µL/h).

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.
Absolute incorporated
dye intensity
different cell
(a) Raw
Data normalized
to mass
gure 7. Absolute
incorporated
dye intensity
forfor
different
celltreatments.
treatments.
(a)data.
Raw(b)data.
(b) Data normalized
to ma
brightness according to Table 1. The normalization to brightness uses the inverse measured relative intensities as listed
ightness according to Table 1. The normalization to brightness uses the inverse measured relative intensities as listed
in Table 1.
ble 1.

This agrees well with Figure 4b, where the enhancement factor is about 𝑓SAW
described before. However, in Figure 4a, the enhancement factor is about 18 whe
paring the optimal SAW power treatment to the low power treatments, which
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This agrees well with Figure 4b, where the enhancement factor is about f SAW ≈ 8, as
described before. However, in Figure 4a, the enhancement factor is about 18 when comparing the optimal SAW power treatment to the low power treatments, which are the closest
to pure flow conditions. These two experiments were conducted with slight variations:
Q = 100 µL/h, p = 29 dBm, and tSAW = 1 min (Figure 4a) vs. Q = 80 µL/h, p = 28 dBm, and
tSAW = 2 min (Figure 4b). Consequently, the enhancement factor here is about a factor of
two lower, which matches the influence of the cycle duration as shown in Figure 6.
In further comparison of the SAW treatment to static conditions, the mass uptake of
calcein is enhanced by a factor of 18 (Figure 7), whereas pure flow without SAW application
at the same flow rate enhances the uptake by a factor of five (Figure 7). However, as
Figure 6 suggests, choosing tSAW = 2 min instead of tSAW = 1 min (Figure 4a) could
potentially result in an additional doubling of uptake efficiency to a factor of up to 36.
The uptake of FITC–dextran is increased about three-fold compared to the static reference, while the corresponding uptake of eGFP is increased 6–7-fold; in this result, it has
not yet been considered that the diffusion coefficient varies for the different dyes. The
diffusion coefficient, D, is estimated using the Stokes–Einstein equation, and it is calculated to be D = 3.3 × 10−10 m2 /s for calcein [34], D = 1.1 × 10−10 for FITC–dextran, and
D = 1.0 × 10−10 for eGFP. According to Fick’s diffusion law, as diffusion is linearly dependent on the diffusion coefficient, calcein is more likely to diffuse through an open pore than
eGFP or FITC–dextran by a factor of three. Taking this into account, the findings of higher
uptake for higher molecular masses intensify.
Surprisingly, the enhancement factors do not obviously correlate with molecular
weight. For the hypothesized facilitated uptake by pore formation, the hydrodynamic
diameter, dh , might be more important. Here, dh does not scale linearly with mu , as 10 kDa
FITC–dextran has a more rod-like geometry in contrast to the folded 27 kDa eGFP. Taking
the diffusion coefficient into account, the enhancement in uptake factors for calcein and
eGFP (the non-rod-like cases) match very well at f C = 18.
Most importantly, the data shows that the presented delivery method is not limited to
small molecules, but also works for larger sugars and proteins.
4. Conclusions and Outlook
In summary, we presented a simple method for the vector-free permeabilization of
suspended living cells. This method is based on shear flow and acoustic trapping of
suspended cells on a chip. Both shear flow and acoustic trapping permeabilize suspended
cells. Acoustic trapping is accompanied by the folding of the streamlines (vortices). We
propose a transient pore forming mechanism to govern the permeabilization, which is
reversible by pore sealing after a lifetime of about tpore = 1 min. Our acoustofluidic
setup provides the possibility to control a complex flow field, which is spatially and
temporally switchable.
On the fundamental side, we quantified the dye uptake for pure shear flow permeabilization and found a nonlinear relationship. This can be explained by pore formation.
External forces like shear stress lead to a stretching of the pores [1,35] and provide additional energy to open new pores [36]. Effectively, as shown above, there is an optimum
shear rate and, accordingly, an optimum flow rate for cell permeabilization. The reason
for this must be the nonlinear response of the cell to this linear stimulus. We argue that
as the plasma membrane is the main barrier to overcome, the cause ought to be lipid
ensemble centered. A common nonlinear phenomenon in lipid membranes is the existence
of structural phase transitions, which so far have been rarely considered [37–39]. Previous
studies have already shown that the lipid chain order parameter is decreased upon shear
flow [40]. Recently, broad order–disorder transitions in HeLa membranes have been reported [41]. We hypothesize that a shift in the lipid membrane’s phase transition on the
temperature axis is caused by shear forces, effectively enlarging the membrane tension, as
described in [31]. Thus, membrane fluidity (or, more generally, the phase state) is altered.
For instance, De Haas et al. showed a phase transition in lipid membranes that appears at
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low shear rates [42], which agrees well with our findings in the regime of mild shear in the
.
order of γ = 30–60 1/s.
Employing additional surface acoustic waves enhances the efficacy of permeabilization
and enables dye uptake even at low flow rates, although it is not limited to low flow rates.
We found that it is governed by a maximum ratio of the horizontal flow rate and the applied
power, as reported earlier for mixing [20]. For too high powers, cell death is promoted.
Furthermore, we found an optimum SAW cycle duration of tSAW = 2 min, which is closely
related with the contact time of maximum uptake in pure shear flow.
Moreover, variation in the molecule size of the model drug could be used to challenge
the size of the formed pores and the application potential of this method. It is certainly not
limited to small molecular sizes and does not end at sizes of sugars and proteins. We could
show a significant amount of uptake of proteins, but did not test this further.
To quantitatively summarize, we show an effective uptake enhancement by SAWmediated delivery compared to static incubation of about f C = 18 for calcein. Further
experiments suggest that this is not the limit, but rather that doubling tSAW would result
in a doubling of f C = 2·18 = 36. For FITC–dextran and eGFP, the according enhancement
factors are f FITC ≈ 3 and f eGFP ≈ 6, respectively.
Future studies could contain upgraded and optimized setups to better control the
dwell time distribution, e.g., by multiple traps connected in series, or by modulation of the
amplitude with a lower frequency. This might increase the uptake, especially if the chosen
frequency matches the mechanical resonance frequency of the whole cell. Overall, the SAW
stimulated uptake in a microfluidic setup served as a new method for the screening of
agent libraries, with high potential for further development.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/pr9060913/s1, Figure S1: Uptake as function of the flow rate for different corrections,
Figure S2: Z-scan PIV measurements of the active SAW coupling into the microchannel.
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